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Q1 Are we currently making good use of St Andrews
Answered: 60 Skipped: 0

TOTAL 60

# PLEASE EXPLAIN WHY DATE

1 A large parcel of land is attached to this property which is not being utilised nor is the
capital value able to be accessed for other opportunities. Also the building needs attention.
The location of St Andrews is not easily accessible by public transport

10/21/2021 1:18 PM

2 Regular masses 10/13/2021 10:19 PM

3 Because of COVID, no priests, Sunday church is crowded, weekdays only few people come 10/12/2021 1:38 PM

4 View of the Parishioners 10/12/2021 11:32 AM

5 Roof and other areas need fixing up. Lack of priests, structure to support/provide daily
liturgies.

10/12/2021 4:42 AM

6 One Mass is sufficient for St Andrews . Not enough numbers attending. St Andrews is
remote and one needs a car. No public transport This means some parishioners are unable
to attend Too steep for the elderly and not very good access for the disabled. The place has
no feeling and does not feel like a house of God.

10/11/2021 3:25 PM

7 school and bigger events emergency housing 10/11/2021 9:21 AM

8 Roof needs repairing 10/10/2021 6:52 PM

9 the roof is not fixed and it needs to be fixed this ridiculous! 10/10/2021 6:52 PM

10 YES! it is largest of all the other churches and able to generate financial revenue in terms of
hiring not only to the faith communities but to other communities like workshops etc..

10/10/2021 11:34 AM

11 The intended use of church when planned and built has not been fully italised. 10/10/2021 9:55 AM

12 . 10/9/2021 3:09 PM

13 Small numbers at mass 10/9/2021 1:58 PM

14 For over 10 years, St Andrew's community have been asking for the roof to be repaired to
no avail! A routine maintenance issue has now become a somewhat more expensive affair -

10/8/2021 7:57 PM
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BUT not insurmountable. If the Church did not leak, it would definitely be used more
because the community of St Andrew's has always been a spiritual and welcoming one. Fix
the church and you fix a lot of problems. There's no use building new if the existing cannot
be taken care of. Look after the existing flock - they have been faithful servants. It is not
Christ-like to give them the flick.

15 Most use is by other groups 10/8/2021 5:00 PM

16 Not really although good use for emergency housing and rental. 10/8/2021 2:47 PM

17 If there are water tight issues and earthquake risks better to maybe reduce use 10/8/2021 1:44 PM

18 no school link, & expensive church to maintain. We should demolish it and build
townhouses as rentals for parish income

10/7/2021 10:12 PM

19 It's a big church, with plenty of parking, making it very convenient and accessible
particularly during winter and rainy days when we do need a parking lot closest to the
church. Also, the land is big to hold outdoor activities, particularly during the summer, where
we can do fundraising if needed.

10/7/2021 6:42 PM

20 Newlands, Granada Village and Woodridge is a growing community. St Andrew's has always
been a buzzing community until the past leadership mucked us around and tried to frustrate
people. The current LFT has not helped by reducing masses and not providing priests. Not
everyone understands what the vision of the parish is and more needs to be done there
before we decide on property reviews. On a final note, St Andrew's church has the largest
space to accommodate the entire parish. Parishioners are happy to fund raise and repair the
roof leaks but this was always ambushed by the LFT who appear bent on selling this
property. Repair St Andrew's roof and give back power to the people and community.
Masses have been deliberately reduced at St Andrew's Church and given to St Peter's and
Pauls.. stats provided are false and do not represent the current nos per mass. The
Samoan and Syro Malabar communities use this church for their Sunday masses as well as
during the week. Hence St Andrew's has 3 mass services and a diverse community
reaching far and wide.

10/7/2021 5:51 PM

21 We get at our mass not only our parishioners but also from other parishes 10/7/2021 5:09 PM

22 This is where we attend mass and other activities due to accessibility, location, time, and
travel is very adequate and convenient.

10/7/2021 3:26 PM

23 It is too cold and it leaks 10/7/2021 11:53 AM

24 I attend mass at St Peter and Pauls and going to St Andrew takes me out of my way. 10/7/2021 11:02 AM

25 Only used week-ends [mainly] 10/7/2021 5:13 AM

26 Big piece of land, could make good housing. Big church 10/6/2021 8:49 PM

27 Its principal usage is on Sundays and otherwise (to the best of my knowledge) it remains
largely unused. It also has valuable land attached to it and it seems to me that that land
might be put to better use than lying fallow. In terms of money it is a non-performing asset

10/6/2021 7:57 PM

28 Not sure if the hall is used much 10/6/2021 7:39 PM

29 A difficult call. Has great capacity but under utilized. Where is the greatest need for social
housing.

10/6/2021 6:33 PM

30 One Mass per week is not a good use of the building and would make even less financial
sense if/when the necessary maintenance was carried.

10/6/2021 6:15 PM

31 One Mass per week is not a good use of this space 10/6/2021 5:57 PM

32 St Andrew’s church can be used for other purposes if developed well. Eg an event centre for
community to hire, offices to run childcare, counselling etc

10/6/2021 5:52 PM

33 Large building for all parish masses but wrong location. Hall area too small. Expensive roof
repairs needed.

10/3/2021 10:02 PM

34 Usage too low for the size and area involved. 10/3/2021 11:05 AM

35 Not sure what 'good use' means - use by the parish, outside groups? Either would require
management/administrative support and resources from the parish.

10/3/2021 10:59 AM

36 Like all our churches it is used for worship only 9/30/2021 9:07 AM

37 because 9/29/2021 2:06 PM
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28.33% 17
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Q2 Are we currently making good use of St Benedict's
Answered: 60 Skipped: 0

TOTAL 60

# PLEASE EXPLAIN WHY DATE

1 Covid is certainly making a difference for use of all our buildings. However, in the future St
Ben's could be used for alternative use by the community and more use by the school.
Needs to stay because of its possibilties for diversification

10/21/2021 1:18 PM

2 Parish supports the church as the centre of the community 10/12/2021 11:32 AM

3 The number count is down at St Benedicts. and parking is abysmal especially when the try
too have 3 churches attend one Mass.Public transport is also to far from the church The
church has a nice atmosphere and here I must be honest except for the cross on the wall
which I do not like at all. Not very good hospitality space. Too crowded for funerals.

10/11/2021 3:25 PM

4 don't usually go there 10/11/2021 9:21 AM

5 with covid church not open of course. When able (after covid) we should be able to have
liturgies presided over by lay people, we have no Priests so when are the lay people able to
fulfil their mission by conducting liturgies. We hear that we have to step up, but then told 'no
under cannon law liturgy not allowed'

10/10/2021 5:27 PM

6 I have only been once to this church so not know. 10/10/2021 9:55 AM

7 . 10/9/2021 3:09 PM

8 Too small 10/9/2021 1:58 PM

9 Minimal parking makes it difficult to visit esp in Wellington's inclement weather. 10/8/2021 7:57 PM

10 Used at least once daily, often more 10/8/2021 5:00 PM

11 Use from school, community groups and good $$$ from rental 10/8/2021 2:47 PM

12 Important for the school and the area. Could more services without priests - we shouldn’t let
the number of priests being the denominator of usage of the church

10/8/2021 1:44 PM

13 school link, earthquake proof building, good attendance at mass 10/7/2021 10:12 PM
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14 Church is small and lack of parking 10/7/2021 5:51 PM

15 I only used to hobyhere when st Andrew's was closed but was always made welcomed 10/7/2021 5:09 PM

16 We are not attending activities at St. Benedict's 10/7/2021 3:26 PM

17 Its too small and not many people see there 10/7/2021 11:53 AM

18 I have been attending mass at Johnsonville for close to 40 years and it is the community I
know.

10/7/2021 11:02 AM

19 Unused a lot of time week-days 10/7/2021 5:13 AM

20 School could use more. 10/6/2021 8:49 PM

21 Rent must be more than running things 10/6/2021 7:59 PM

22 Reasonable use; in standard times it hosts a service 6 days a week and a mass on
Sundays. In recent times it has become the church in the parish which hosts Sunday
afternoon baptisms - it also hosts the scholl periodically durimng term time as well as full
school masses at the beginning and end of year inaddition to Grandparents Day Mass and
other periodic large feasts

10/6/2021 7:57 PM

23 Thanks to the school and small groups. A compact area useful for more intimate weddings/
funerals.

10/6/2021 6:33 PM

24 Is there more opportunities for the school to utilise the space? 10/6/2021 6:25 PM

25 One Mass per week is not a good use of this space. 10/6/2021 5:57 PM

26 Too small for all parish masses and only street parking only. No hall. Has school attached.
Not in right location.

10/3/2021 10:02 PM

27 Usage too low for the cost of maintaining. 10/3/2021 11:05 AM

28 See comment above. Parishioners would support more (daily) weekday Masses but there
seems to be a tacit agreement to centre weekday Masses in Johnsonville (thereby
reinforcing the argument about not enough use in outlying churches). School use is also a
significant factor which is not taken into account in the usage summary. Familiarity with
Mass and the church building as a Catholic community focus is an important factor in
socialising young and hopefully future practising Catholics.

10/3/2021 10:59 AM

29 Weekday masses 10/3/2021 9:15 AM

30 As above 9/30/2021 9:07 AM

31 because 9/29/2021 2:06 PM
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56.67% 34

21.67% 13

21.67% 13

Q3 Are we currently making good use of St Peter and Paul's
Answered: 60 Skipped: 0

TOTAL 60

# PLEASE EXPLAIN WHY DATE

1 Central to the current Parish, is easily accessible by public transport and has a certain
amount of parking. With Challenge beside it and the Foodbank it has become a community
hub

10/21/2021 1:18 PM

2 Sunday masses and Wednesday mass for the elderly. People get together - elderly 10/12/2021 1:38 PM

3 There are over 100 that come for Wednesday mass and there are two masses on Sunday
which are both full. Also have morning tea for the elderly after mass.

10/12/2021 1:23 PM

4 Long history of vibrant community 10/12/2021 11:32 AM

5 Yes but we could do better the lack and age of our current priest helpers is the problem, to
which there is no answer. Parking is good and with the use of the school grounds is
adequate at most times. Parking during the week unless on church business should be
charged for and would generate some income. Cards could be issued for people on church
business the rest should pay.First we must all come to gether as one and work from there at
present we are fractured and this does not lend its Our hall and toilets leave a lot to be
desired not to mention the kitchen so this would need an over haul.

10/11/2021 3:25 PM

6 good numbers at Mass times 10/11/2021 9:21 AM

7 Build a school hall instead of having the church there 10/10/2021 6:52 PM

8 Johnsonville is more now a commercial hub which will benefit the Council if the space is
given to them. With traffic congestion and high population growth, addition of the Church
land is of no use.

10/10/2021 11:34 AM

9 It appears to have a full programe of use , pre covid. 10/10/2021 9:55 AM

10 We have regular masses and lots of church activities. It is an active parish doing a lot of
great work for its parishioners. It also has a great website and regular parish newsletters.
When open I go to church regularly and find it a fantastic Parish.

10/9/2021 9:16 PM

11 . 10/9/2021 3:09 PM
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12 Needs to be expanded and developed for large groups as centrally located 10/9/2021 1:58 PM

13 Sts Peter & Paul Church has always enjoyed a 'most favoured' status. However with the
rapid housing infill being promoted, the area is becoming extremely congested. On a
weekday, there is NO parking available and with an aging population, expecting them to
walk a fair distance to attend a weekday ceremony, e.g. funeral or other event, is
uncharitable.

10/8/2021 7:57 PM

14 I attend St Peter and Paul's on Sunday and I also contributed to its building fund over many
years so would prefer to see it redeveloped.

10/8/2021 3:11 PM

15 Larger church , good use for community and Masses. 10/8/2021 2:47 PM

16 Again important for the school 10/8/2021 1:44 PM

17 school link, good attendance at mass 10/7/2021 10:12 PM

18 This can be re-developed into community housing / soup kitchen and is central. There is
also no parking to accommodate all parishioners.

10/7/2021 5:51 PM

19 There seems that its always full of parishioners and visitors but is very very short of parking
maybe need knock down previous challenge 2000 and increase parking makes sense to me

10/7/2021 5:09 PM

20 We seldom attend activities at St. Peter and Paul's 10/7/2021 3:26 PM

21 Re the first three questions: one Sunday Mass per week at each church plus a small
amount of use during the week is not adequate use of the buildings and the land they
occupy. Also the parish office is in Johnsonville.

10/7/2021 2:56 PM

22 We have emergency housing, other outside groups use it. We have services during the
week. Easy access but need more parking spaces. The old house next door needs to be
demolished and use it for parking

10/7/2021 11:53 AM

23 In general, I think there is good use of the facility, although I was disturbed to hear that the
lady who took dancing was asked to find another place for her business. This activity
brought in funding and it was genuine community use of the space.

10/7/2021 11:02 AM

24 We don't need 3 churches. All of the activities could be held in one building. Communities
could use other venues [private homes, rent other halls] to keep their original community in
touch with each other.

10/7/2021 5:13 AM

25 Cannot believe we have meetings at another church - because we haven’t got a suitable
kitchen in church hall

10/6/2021 7:59 PM

26 It seems to be in active use but to be fair I'd have to sit down and figure out just what it is
that is done there. It is currently seen as the central church" of the parish and it is in the
geographic centre but that doesn't always mean that it should remain as being the "heart" of
the parish

10/6/2021 7:57 PM

27 Hall is used by other groups, including outside groups , funerals etc 10/6/2021 7:39 PM

28 Again through the school and other outreach organizations. 10/6/2021 6:33 PM

29 Used for Masses or Liturgies six days a week. The hall is also used. 10/6/2021 6:15 PM

30 Large space not not fully utilised. 10/6/2021 5:57 PM

31 Covid relief work good and central location of parish boundaries. Has school attached.
Building not suitable as a church. Feel cut off from mass if at back in hall area. No proper
separate hall.

10/3/2021 10:02 PM

32 As far as I can see, it gets reasonable usage. 10/3/2021 11:05 AM

33 Don't know enough about activities there outside of Sunday Mass. 10/3/2021 10:59 AM

34 This is used frequently by St Brigid’s School as well as for masses and liturgies. 10/2/2021 8:58 PM

35 As above our churches are buildings for the same minority. J’ville is used occasionally for
holiday programmes and outreach to the community No where near enough

9/30/2021 9:07 AM
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Q4 Our Parish Vision We are missionary disciples of Christ, in a
community of communities, being transformed in our lives and

transforming others and our worldOur Parish MissionWe envisage a
parish that is strong in its faith, strong in its sense of community,

welcoming, culturally diverse and culturally safe, inclusive and hospitable
to all people, and willing to be actively and effectively engaged in

bringing about a more just and equitable society – a parish where the
intrinsic dignity of all people is reflected in its ecclesiastical, social and
political structures and practices.How will our parish enable our vision
and mission in the future given Pope Francis and the Synod having

challenged us to be more outward-looking and to serve those who are
marginalised or disadvantaged ?

Answered: 40 Skipped: 20

# RESPONSES DATE

1 Consult with the groups that you have noted, listen and act on their contribution. 10/21/2021 1:18 PM

2 The elderly who depend on the church and community to not only celebrate their faith but to
also socialise and be part of a community. We have to look after the elderly in their time of
need and not abandon them. St. Andrew's church means a lot to them. Most cannot travel
and depend on the people of the parish to support them. If they loose the church they will
loose their support,friends and contact with other people.

10/13/2021 10:19 PM

3 Help with food, committee to help elderly, disabled to come to church. Gathering once a
week or fortnight for elderly disabled

10/12/2021 1:38 PM

4 We can announce those who have cars to bring the elderly to church where possible. 10/12/2021 1:23 PM

5 Properly appointed persons elected by the community will plan 10/12/2021 11:32 AM

6 Having a presence in each community is vital to serve. We have limited ourselves to
church, no engagement of community, no priests, no growth. If we want the church to thrive
in NZ- Wellington we need to engage the youth and radically change the way we recruit,
develop our capacity of priests and support lay ministry. We need charismatic leadership,
ordained priests and the blessed sacrament in each community.

10/12/2021 4:42 AM

7 No 1 we should come to gether as one Parish. At present we are fractured and this does not
enable us to focus on out side problems there is too much in ward looking. Once we are one
I think we will be better able to help others in the community. I do not feel comfortable with
us and them mentality.

10/11/2021 3:25 PM

8 Look after communities 10/10/2021 6:52 PM

9 Look after the community 10/10/2021 6:52 PM

10 It is the people who think alike and have one aim, is to serve and lead the parishioners,
unbiased, with no racist attitude and no power struggle. With a fair and just leadership,
keeping in mind our youth, because they are our future and eventually come back to the
church when they are older. LET OUR MISSION AND VISION LEAD US IN THE RIGHT
PATH FOR THE COMMUNITY AND NOT FOR FINANCIAL PERSONAL EGOISTICAL
GAINS.

10/10/2021 11:34 AM

11 Change our focus/mission to be more outward-looking. 10/10/2021 11:32 AM

12 Need encouragement of parishioners to be involved. 10/10/2021 9:55 AM

13 Kindly continue with the church, mass and other activities. We all need a open, welcoming
and safe place of worship where diverse cultures can effectively engage and come together.

10/9/2021 9:16 PM
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14 Stop selling churches.... its not going well with the people in the parish 10/9/2021 3:09 PM

15 Have minimum wage payments for people who are willing to come forward and use their
skills or qualifications to serve community. A payment ensures that weekend work is not a
disadvantage.

10/9/2021 1:58 PM

16 A Parish can only flourish if ALL feel welcomed and informed. A house divided against itself
will fall. Better face-to-face communication would also help.

10/8/2021 7:57 PM

17 By having facilities for Masses and schools and communities. 10/8/2021 2:47 PM

18 Way too hard... we can't even sort out a roof over our own heads let alone looking after
others...question is way too ambitious.

10/7/2021 10:12 PM

19 We need to further explore other ways and means of reaching out to people, via instagram,
facebook, twitter, etc, and we also need to be more communicative to those who attend
church by regularly doing notices before the Mass. There are people who leave before Mass
ends, and so best to do those notices before we begin.

10/7/2021 6:42 PM

20 Yes I worry about our old parishioners that do not drive now because of health or not able to
drive now but still want to go to mass and receive the sacraments

10/7/2021 5:09 PM

21 Provide us with more appreciable priests and not old and retiring old-fashioned priests to
encourage attendance of local parishioners which will make our already active council to
innovate.

10/7/2021 3:26 PM

22 By providing practical support and friendship to those in need. 10/7/2021 2:56 PM

23 We need to be more sensitive to the disadvantages and be more welcoming. We need more
people out there doing outreaching. We need to encourage more cultural activities for the
church (not just Maori)

10/7/2021 11:53 AM

24 In general, it is the established Pakeha group that are deeply dedicated to giving back. It
would be interesting to have a survey of all mass participants to find out what each family
does to "give back."

10/7/2021 11:02 AM

25 There needs to be more encouragement [education] about what being a mission church is.
That when the mass is over it is not the end but the beginning of what should continue
during the week.

10/7/2021 5:13 AM

26 How can we measure this? The mission needs to be reviewed to address what it means to
our parish when we say we have to serve the marginalized or the disadvantaged. It seems
the mission is not clear enough as they are not specific, realistic, and measurable goals.
i.e. equitable society , dignity of all people--how, who, where? Part of the mission should
include the internal renewal of the members to lead to empowerment that will promote action
in the mission field. A mission field that is clearly defined to encourage the parishioner to
visualize where/what they can do to contribute. We can not give what we do not have. So
Part of the mission is develop parishioners with a heart that desires to respond to the
call/committed to serve etc...

10/7/2021 12:29 AM

27 Is it right to hold so much real estate when so many people can't afford houses . 10/6/2021 8:49 PM

28 We are doing that already. 10/6/2021 8:33 PM

29 We are asked to take the Gospel to the people. Every time we close a church we no longer
do that - we ask the people to come to the Gospel and that puts an unfair burden on many

10/6/2021 7:57 PM

30 Need to stop focusing on the buildings and focus on the needs of people, particularly those
outside the church

10/6/2021 7:39 PM

31 Have a less formal structure but still encourage participation in faith activities 10/6/2021 6:33 PM

32 Provision of rent to own houses and or refugee accommodation and support services. Or
independent retirement housing for vulnerable elderly at St Andrew’s site.

10/6/2021 6:25 PM

33 Connect with businesses aged care etc to set up groups like Salvation Army 10/6/2021 5:52 PM

34 We need a welcoming space in church so community can pray and celebrate together and
multi purpose hall area for food parcel prep, drop in centre where other community
organizations can use our space as they help marginalized.

10/3/2021 10:02 PM

35 Sell surplus or expensive to maintain buildings.. 10/3/2021 11:05 AM

36 What is the role of Challenge here? It is a separate entity, but we'd need to guard against
duplication and therefore diffusion of effort.

10/3/2021 10:59 AM
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37 By having a centrally located parish in Johnsonville, which is half way for all the Ohariu
parish.

10/2/2021 8:58 PM

38 Maintain/redevelop St. Peter &Paul’s to be the main church for the parish, much like Kapiti
have done. Convert St. Andrews into a social housing site and retain St. Benedict’s as a
chapel for the school.

10/1/2021 3:30 PM

39 By becoming a vibrant, non judgmental, imaginative people who take Christ at his word and
do what he did.

9/30/2021 9:07 AM

40 yes 9/29/2021 2:06 PM
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Q5 How might we use our existing properties better?
Answered: 46 Skipped: 14

# RESPONSES DATE

1 Sell St Andrews, make St Bens multi use. Needs to be kept for school use. Presbytery
could continue to provide income as being either accommodation at market rates or as
alternative accommodation for those in need

10/21/2021 1:18 PM

2 By leasing out the place for small functions and children's birthday party. 10/13/2021 10:19 PM

3 People must come to church 10/12/2021 1:38 PM

4 By having functions that will bring in money for the church 10/12/2021 1:23 PM

5 Reasons later 10/12/2021 11:32 AM

6 Don’t think money, think future proofing, working to the mission. Repurposing, church should
not be solely about mass. We need social and pastoral hubs where people learn about
Christ and practice community.

10/12/2021 4:42 AM

7 We need a central hub there for it looks in the direction that two churches and properties
should be sold and the proceeds be used for one large hub in the likeness of Kapiti
Presbyteries may be kept if they are useful and bring in an income to pay there way The
hub needs to be near public transport. The old house could be bowled and the land used in
conjunction with the existing church.

10/11/2021 3:25 PM

8 Can develop the other churches for emergency/refugee accommodation/flexible layout
structures but still have a small church for services. This can accommodate small numbers
of church-goers esp elderly and those who don't have transport, and we can be of service to
the wider community. Please keep property within Archdiocese and not sell to property
developers.

10/11/2021 9:21 AM

9 Focolare could use space for activities etc 10/10/2021 6:52 PM

10 Look for answers above 10/10/2021 6:52 PM

11 Fix the roof of St Andrews so it can be fully used 10/10/2021 6:50 PM

12 St Bens - have community based meetings, ie maybe a ladies craft group meeting through
week. look at forthcoming scripture readings (during day)

10/10/2021 5:27 PM

13 1.A GOOD LEADERSHIP TEAM TO LEAD-CURRENT ONE IS A FAILURE. 2. THINKING
AND WORKING SMART. 3.RENTING FOR EVENTS/CONFERENCES/COMMUNITIES
4.RENTING OUT THE CARPARK DURING THE WEEK FOR BUS AND TRAIN
COMMUTERS 5. RENTING OUT THE ST.ANDREW'S CARPARK OVER THE WEEKENDS
FOR COLLEGE GAME DAYS THROUGH THE SCHOOL/COLLEGE 6.UPGRADE THE
KITCHENS ESPECIALLY ST.ANDREW'S TO A COMMERCIAL KITCHEN. HIRE IT OUT
TO CATERES FOR CATERING EVENTS. 7.INVEST IN A TEAM THAT HAS BUSINESS,
REVENUE LOGISTIC THINKING ACUMEN TO SPEAR HEAD THIS PROJECT. IT WILL
GENERATE JOBS WITHIN THE CATHOLIC COMMUNITY AND GROW THE PARISH.

10/10/2021 11:34 AM

14 Use our properties to facilitate our changed focus/mission. 10/10/2021 11:32 AM

15 Community involvement. 10/10/2021 9:55 AM

16 Communicate effectively and divide the regions so the churches cater to the needs of the
areas specified to them. Capture feedback through surveys and directly addressing the
gatherings.

10/9/2021 9:16 PM

17 Rent out the Presbytery on market rent , This will help alliviate the expenses of the parish.
Instead of selling the churches ( dumb idea)

10/9/2021 3:09 PM

18 Close Newlands and Khandallah churches. Reduce maintainance costs 10/9/2021 1:58 PM

19 Repair St Andrews. There is space for growth - the SAC have already provided the vision.
Extend St Brigid's school on the land currently occupied by the 'old' Challenge 2000 and Sts
P&P. Provide a school hall which can be multi-use and a chapel as and when required. St
Bens - no comment

10/8/2021 7:57 PM
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20 See at least two and put money into rebuilding the third. 10/8/2021 3:11 PM

21 By selling one . 10/8/2021 2:47 PM

22 We need to reduce the portfolio of churches as the usage is too low and the costs to repair
maintain too high. But it would be silly to sell church like st bens who we have restored
(after selling the other church in Ngaio) The houses need to be leased at market rates or
sold

10/8/2021 1:44 PM

23 Keep St Peters & St Bens...demolish St Andrews and build townhouses there as rentals for
parish income

10/7/2021 10:12 PM

24 Rent them out if possible. 10/7/2021 6:42 PM

25 We have catholic schools but we do not see the kids or their families in church.. They only
want to be catholic to attend a catholic school. This has failed and as a parish we need to
focus more on the needs of our community and people who are looking for more leadership
and more priests.

10/7/2021 5:51 PM

26 More Holy Mass 10/7/2021 5:37 PM

27 Rent out the facilities more 10/7/2021 5:09 PM

28 Fix St Andrew's roof 10/7/2021 3:26 PM

29 Reduce the number of properties and make better use of what we keep 10/7/2021 2:56 PM

30 Make it more available to the public 10/7/2021 11:53 AM

31 What detailed Needs Analysis has been done? Once we see this it is easier to dovetail one
into the other.

10/7/2021 11:02 AM

32 See end 3 10/7/2021 5:13 AM

33 Hold Masses and parish activities in one location and sell the other two properties. 10/7/2021 12:29 AM

34 In my humble opinion: Sell St Andrews, with the money build a mass centre and us the rest
of the proceeds to build a totally new church and parish centre in Johnsonville - on the
present site which is marginally underutilised

10/6/2021 7:57 PM

35 To provide facilities to help others 10/6/2021 7:39 PM

36 Limited redevelopment then rent to community groups 10/6/2021 7:06 PM

37 By selling two and redevelop third 10/6/2021 6:38 PM

38 Rebuild/ redevelop Johnsonville. Share space in Newlands. 10/6/2021 6:33 PM

39 One central church as people are still very divided about their own church. The Parish idea
has not worked.

10/6/2021 5:57 PM

40 We need one decent property to become the parish of Ohariu. 10/3/2021 10:02 PM

41 Multi-purpose buildings. 10/3/2021 11:05 AM

42 See Q.1 - More management and administrative support. 10/3/2021 10:59 AM

43 By developing the hall more at the back of St Peter’s and Paul’s. 10/2/2021 8:58 PM

44 See above. 10/1/2021 3:30 PM

45 Open them up to anyone who wants to use them, put showers in, beds, soup kitchen, food
bank, have prayer opportunities, do one up so it’s modern and relevant

9/30/2021 9:07 AM

46 for this 9/29/2021 2:06 PM
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36.67% 22

8.33% 5

3.33% 2

0.00% 0

1.67% 1

50.00% 30

Q6 What buildings/facilities do we need in the future to allow us to
achieve our Vision/Mission?

Answered: 60 Skipped: 0

TOTAL 60

# OTHER PLEASE PROVIDE DETAILS DATE

1 Plus Church, social housing, foodbank, community centre. Plus expert input from those who
have experience in servicing the community such as the Compassion Sisters who are
champions in servicing the community and the SM's. No need to continue re-inventing the
wheel. How long have we been talking??

10/21/2021 1:18 PM

2 Prioritised for the needy. Not to sell but rent flats that people can afford. 10/12/2021 1:38 PM

3 Social housing 10/12/2021 1:23 PM

4 Reasons later 10/12/2021 11:32 AM

5 This includes the presence of a church/chapel. We cannot foresee the future but know that
people will help places to worship and access pastoral care.

10/12/2021 4:42 AM

6 In the future we would need 1 church but it should be multi purpose and able to be used for
other purposes. Such as a food bank soup kitchen if required and a community centre
although there is a very good one in Johnsonville. I do not think it is our responsibility to

10/11/2021 3:25 PM
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provide social housing that is why we have a government. Temp housing for a limited time
would be useful.

7 Why can't we tick more than one. As suggested above, can have multi-purpose
building/accommodation type and still has a small church

10/11/2021 9:21 AM

8 we need to keep St Bens and Jville church as they have a school associated with them
which needs to be used by them

10/10/2021 5:27 PM

9 Buildings/spaces that can change easily in and out of the above as the need arises. 10/10/2021 11:32 AM

10 At St Andrew's we are already providing 'social housing' and 'food bank'. There is scope to
install modular buildings which can be used for multi-use purposes. However, if we cannot
undertake the bare minimum maintenance required for our church, then having grandiose
visions will waste on the wayside.

10/8/2021 7:57 PM

11 One main church/ multi purpose building plus a smaller chapel style building at other two
sites

10/8/2021 5:00 PM

12 To cater for all of the above 10/8/2021 2:47 PM

13 Churches. But say in ville have facilities that are multi use due to proximity of school , mall,
and land area

10/8/2021 1:44 PM

14 A bigger hall where people can gather socially before or use the facility for celebrations. 10/7/2021 6:42 PM

15 We already have community centres and soup kitchens. Vinnys manages a food bank. The
churches provide for the spiritual needs of the people and should not be taken away.

10/7/2021 5:51 PM

16 We already have community centers in jville and Newlands dont need a soup kitchen
Newlands already do a friday lunch for the elderly on a friday which some of our parishioners
attend its run by Newlands Community House

10/7/2021 5:09 PM

17 Future needs, none. We already have adequate and sufficient church. Just repair the
leaking roof.

10/7/2021 3:26 PM

18 We have enough church buildings, we need all of the above 10/7/2021 11:53 AM

19 The "Our Lady of Kapiti" space is outstanding because it caters for every need. This does
not mean that the Ohariu/St Francis of Assisi parish buildings do not do the business, it is
simply that they were built for a different business. Adaptation is much easier than re-
building.

10/7/2021 11:02 AM

20 Firstly we need a building where we gather to pray. It doesn't need to be expensive . Then
we need to carefully ascertain what needs there are in the community. What other facilities
are in the area. Can we share some facilities with other churches. Can we have a building
flexible so it can adapt to changing needs?

10/7/2021 5:13 AM

21 I am unable to choose more than one. I was going to tick a community centre and a
playground for children/youth.

10/7/2021 12:29 AM

22 And military purpose 10/6/2021 8:49 PM

23 We need several of these but not all - but the questionnaire allows for only one choice 10/6/2021 7:57 PM

24 Need one church , and perhaps a smaller space that can be used for mass or other spiritual
activities

10/6/2021 7:39 PM

25 Large gathering space for socialising as one Parish. 10/6/2021 5:57 PM

26 Hiring venues 10/6/2021 5:52 PM

27 Having a multi-purpose building would enable the development of more activities and wider
use.

10/3/2021 10:59 AM

28 Both churches and rooms for other activities (e.g. children's activities) 10/3/2021 9:15 AM

29 For all of the above plus more 9/30/2021 9:07 AM
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1.67% 1

36.67% 22

38.33% 23

23.33% 14

Q7 How many Mass or Pastoral centres do we need as a Parish?
Answered: 60 Skipped: 0

TOTAL 60

# WHY PLEASE PROVIDE DETAILS DATE

1 Have a main hub but also allow for other places where people can meet either for a Mass or
mtgs. These could be hired

10/21/2021 1:18 PM

2 So people can worship freely without worring. 10/13/2021 10:19 PM

3 Church is not fully used daily, during the week, shortage of priests 10/12/2021 1:38 PM

4 Because there is not much of parishioners in the other two churches 10/12/2021 1:23 PM

5 Reasons see comment 4 10/12/2021 11:32 AM

6 Need a presence in the community however big or small 10/12/2021 4:42 AM

7 As already stated above until we begin working as one entity there will be no progress as
has been shown over the past 3 years while every one works against each other and only
wants to hear what they want. Meetings are very uncomfortable when people will not listen
and start shouting the odds about what they want. No respect for the group.

10/11/2021 3:25 PM

8 One big one - St Andrews and two small chapel-type (much like Viard or even smaller) 10/11/2021 9:21 AM

9 depending if we are allowed to have liturgies - if so, we could have more 10/10/2021 5:27 PM

10 We have a large community, one is not enough and three is too much. 10/10/2021 11:34 AM

11 Redevelop two current buildings and change one location into a new multipurpose multistory
purpose built property.

10/10/2021 11:32 AM
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12 Schools need contact with the local church. 10/10/2021 9:55 AM

13 The population is growing (duh!!) Where do you expect the elderly folk to go if you sell the
church...

10/9/2021 3:09 PM

14 6pm and 10am 10/9/2021 1:58 PM

15 St Andrews - to serve the growing surburbs of Newlands, Granada, Paparangi, Churton Park
and Johnsonville St Bens - to serve the area of Khandallah and neighbouring areas

10/8/2021 7:57 PM

16 See answer above 10/8/2021 5:00 PM

17 Look at the numbers who actually attend services. 10/8/2021 3:11 PM

18 So we all have a places to pray and to cater for our varied communties. 10/8/2021 2:47 PM

19 We have to scale back - what we have is unaffordable and under utilised 10/8/2021 1:44 PM

20 7 10/7/2021 5:37 PM

21 I'm not sure how to answer this 10/7/2021 5:09 PM

22 Parish area is large and is composed of three mass regions. 10/7/2021 3:26 PM

23 One building would suffice for the number of parishioners we have and it seems unlikely that
number will grow significantly in the future - more likely to shrink based on trends to date.
We cannot afford to maintain three churches and three presbyteries longer term, especially
if we have no resident priest.

10/7/2021 2:56 PM

24 The geography of Wellington ensures that we have discreet communities, located around a
PLACE, and that is where people tend to go. However, it is possible to look at the strengths
of each centre and build on these. There should be a real focus on what is available in each
centre to enable this "subdivision of talents" to occur.

10/7/2021 11:02 AM

25 Explained previously 10/7/2021 5:13 AM

26 Only one pastoral centre to keep the unity and save on operating expenses. 10/7/2021 12:29 AM

27 People must acknowledge its nice to have a church close to your residence, but we are
happy to drive across town for shops and movies. Maybe accept its ok to drive less than
10minutes to mass.

10/6/2021 8:49 PM

28 We have 2 schools. 10/6/2021 8:33 PM

29 Because mistakes were made in the past, when we should have built a purpose built central
facility, need to have more than one facility, unless a better positioned facility is built

10/6/2021 7:59 PM

30 We should look at a parish centre (not necessarily in the geographical heart of the parish)
and the one other church which has daily services

10/6/2021 7:57 PM

31 Need the focus to be in one area, can still have many different groups within that. Also, are
likely to have only one priest, possibly not every week in the future

10/6/2021 7:39 PM

32 Try some limited redevelopment for up to 5 years to provide multipurpose buildings. See
how it goes.

10/6/2021 7:06 PM

33 Area relatively compact. Numbers allow for this oprion 10/6/2021 6:38 PM

34 Parish is widespread 10/6/2021 6:33 PM

35 The church buildings are a. Important part of school life. 10/6/2021 6:25 PM

36 One church would unify the three congregations into one. Sometimes it feels a bit like “them
and us”.

10/6/2021 6:15 PM

37 Bring us all together as one as we still have three separate communities who rarely mix. 10/6/2021 5:57 PM

38 Low numbers at each church particularly Newlands 10/6/2021 5:52 PM

39 Mass count numbers. And get more value for money with one decent parish church and
centre.

10/3/2021 10:02 PM

40 A multi purpose building in each centre. If not feasible then one each in Johnsonville and
Newlands.

10/3/2021 11:05 AM

41 Simply because we have two schools which need to relate to a parish centre/community. 10/3/2021 10:59 AM

42 Because it is good too have an option 10/3/2021 9:15 AM
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43 A centrally located church/parish centre 10/2/2021 8:58 PM

44 Best use of resources... do it once do it right! 9/30/2021 9:07 AM
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Q8 What would you like our Parish to look like in 20 years’ time?
Answered: 44 Skipped: 16

# RESPONSES DATE

1 We need to be looking after " now " and continue to review. Times change as we have been
blatantly shown with Covid.

10/21/2021 1:18 PM

2 A very vibrant place of worship where everyone can celebrate without worry and where we
can attract the youth to join in.

10/13/2021 10:19 PM

3 Support the poor needy people. Provide a soup kitchen housing. Dedicated team for the
elderly- church van

10/12/2021 1:38 PM

4 Full, two to three masses, during the day for the elderly. Evening masses for the working
public to drop in

10/12/2021 1:23 PM

5 People of God 10/12/2021 11:32 AM

6 A hub of activity which caters for the needs of young to old. A place of catholic growth. 10/12/2021 4:42 AM

7 Frankly I will not be here in 20 years time. My dream would be that the Parish would be
working as one and shining a antichrist light out over the community, and people would say
they love one anther and showily by their deeds .

10/11/2021 3:25 PM

8 Where there are still churches to go to and we are more responsive to the needs of the
community

10/11/2021 9:21 AM

9 welcoming community being fed by each other 10/10/2021 5:27 PM

10 Our Parish will look like what WE want it to be. The team that heads it now, will you be alive
or fit enough in 20years??? LOOK WHAT YOU CAN ACHIEVE NOW WHO KNOWS WHAT
THE FUTURE WILL BRING. BUILD A PARISH THAT IS CARING, UNMARGINALISED,
NON RACIST. A PARISH THAT IS FOR THE PEOPLE, BY THE PEOPLE.

10/10/2021 11:34 AM

11 A parish that serves the marginalised and disadvantaged sectors in our community and of
society in a meaningful way.

10/10/2021 11:32 AM

12 Looking back 20 yrs and then today, the way if change is evident. Christain unity will be
stronger and mixed contact necessary.

10/10/2021 9:55 AM

13 A place where our faith is ignited and made stronger through group sharing, liturgy and
masses. A forging of a strong community working as a unified whole for the betterment of
individuals and community. A paradise a haven for spiritual growth and nourishment.

10/9/2021 9:16 PM

14 We expect all the churches that are presently there to remain and not sold to a developer for
greed

10/9/2021 3:09 PM

15 Our Parish and the world has changed so much in 5 years. I would prefer to imagine what it
would like like in the next 5 years. For many of our aging parishioners - they may not be
around in 20 years.

10/8/2021 7:57 PM

16 Welcoming. 10/8/2021 3:11 PM

17 1 large church and community centre. 10/8/2021 2:47 PM

18 Way too ambitious question ... there is no way we are in any position to answer this with
anything useful

10/7/2021 10:12 PM

19 Spiritually revived, with greater community engagement and connected to each other. Not
just attending the church or Mass to comply with obligation. We need to enliven our
parishioners that this is about having a deeper and personal relationship with God. It will be
a very different journey for each of us to developing our relationship with the Lord as it is
something personal and individual. But we need to start somewhere to impart this message,
or we end up having the same disconnected and disengaged parishioners as we have now.
Look at the church, how many youth do you see coming every weekend. How many of them
are really in to going to church, because they want to know God more, and have a personal
relationship with Him.

10/7/2021 6:42 PM

20 Good faithful community 10/7/2021 5:37 PM
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21 I hope that more young ones will get more involved and it will be a flourishing and vibrant
community

10/7/2021 5:09 PM

22 More active and enthusiastic parishioners. 10/7/2021 3:26 PM

23 Active involvement of lay people in all aspects of parish life (and hopefully by then the
church will have accepted a much stronger role for women). Involved in caring for those in
need. Cooperation with other local churches and faiths.

10/7/2021 2:56 PM

24 More community minded and not necessarily a church 10/7/2021 11:53 AM

25 Our Parish WILL be YOUNG and smaller, in 20 years'time, because the older people will no
longer be there, and the young and older families will be the focus of the mass.

10/7/2021 11:02 AM

26 A church with a growth program that empowers believers into the mission field, both young
and old.

10/7/2021 12:29 AM

27 Yes I like that I feel at home in my Parish and can call it my own. But if there is one thing I
have as being Catholic is that my religion is universal and I can enter a Catholic church any
where in the world and I feel at home. So in 20 years I want it to still be a place of worship
and support for all.

10/6/2021 8:49 PM

28 Thriving catering for all people. 10/6/2021 8:33 PM

29 One new central facility, with church, meeting spaces, hall etc. 10/6/2021 7:59 PM

30 A parish which takes the Gospel to the people and provides them with at least two places of
worship

10/6/2021 7:57 PM

31 Would like it to be a place to foster spiritual life and growth, and be reaching out to the wider
community providing assistance, whatever is needed.

10/6/2021 7:39 PM

32 Maybe one large multi purpose campus with church, meeting rooms, offices, apartment type
accommodation, children's play area, parking, some trees and park like facilities

10/6/2021 7:06 PM

33 A faith filled community built around the Eucharist with wholistic care 10/6/2021 6:38 PM

34 Working with other faith communities 10/6/2021 6:33 PM

35 The continued strong links with the schools in the parish. Social services for the growing
elderly population in the parish.

10/6/2021 6:25 PM

36 One Church building, one community gathering place, one community United. 10/6/2021 5:57 PM

37 Popular choice for all age groups. Sense of belonging. 10/6/2021 5:52 PM

38 Taupo parish. Modern fit for purpose church with one or two masses only so parish really
comes together. After mass most stay on for coffee, prayer, various groups.

10/3/2021 10:02 PM

39 An active vibrant community which people want to belong to. 10/3/2021 10:59 AM

40 I think we're looking for now, so similar (families attending church, youth programme) 10/3/2021 9:15 AM

41 A multi purpose building that can be used for a variety of activities 10/2/2021 8:58 PM

42 A multi-purposed, multi-functional and multi-cultural society that has the Catholic faith as its
common bond.

10/1/2021 3:30 PM

43 The early Christian community A radical bunch who get their mission from God and live it 9/30/2021 9:07 AM

44 mm 9/29/2021 2:06 PM
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64.00% 32

54.00% 27
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60.00% 30

72.00% 36

Q9 As baptised missionary disciples what principles or criteria should we
use to assess options? Tick as many as you like.... 

Answered: 50 Skipped: 10

Total Respondents: 50  

# OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY) DATE

1 Current and future demographic 10/17/2021 10:01 PM

2 If you have one church, parking is important. If church is redone there should be enough
parking and space for the whole community

10/12/2021 1:38 PM

3 Reason see comment 4 10/12/2021 11:32 AM

4 Mission and future proofing. Mass counts are relative to the number and timing of masses
and related to availability of priests. The rest of the options have placed all three churches
on par. No parking has been discussed

10/12/2021 4:42 AM

5 That the building we call church has a christian atmosphere and feels really welcoming
Priests should not be a given as trained lay people can take a lot of the pressure off the
priests. Lay people should be chosen carefully as power may not be used in the best
interest of the congregation. Men and women should be trained for this purpose. We need to
encourage as many young people as possibel as we have a very aging population at all
three current churches.

10/11/2021 3:25 PM

6 Because I have opted to still have three churches, then one or two big Sunday masses at
St Andrew's can cater for majority of the parishioners and then one on alternate Saturdays
at St P&P and St Benedict's for the elderly and have no transport. We can get transport
teams on the alternate Saturdays they can't go to the other church, and to those who can't
go to St Andrews

10/11/2021 9:21 AM
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7 No Priests. so we have to have community based programmes 10/10/2021 5:27 PM

8 What are the needs of the marginalised and disadvantaged and go from there. 10/10/2021 11:32 AM

9 We do have a lot of priest in Wellington , but they are not used for mass in the parish(
Wonder why? is it politics)

10/9/2021 3:09 PM

10 Parking 10/9/2021 5:22 AM

11 common sense should be used to assess the options in the first instance 10/7/2021 10:12 PM

12 Definitely not by mass counts. Most parishioners are driven out to other churches due to
non-appreciable old-fashioned retiring priests.

10/7/2021 3:26 PM

13 Other services are also important. Kitty wanted a JP available after Mass, it would be good
to see the Church open all of Sunday for other activities as well.

10/7/2021 11:02 AM

14 Catholic school that teaches our faith well, venue for sacraments - reconciliation, baptism
and confirmation.

10/7/2021 12:29 AM

15 The ability of each of the communities to provide those who are willing to stand in in place
of a priest when none is available - i.e carry out weekday priestless services and if
necessary carry out Sunday services where no priest is available

10/6/2021 7:57 PM

16 Need to focus on what is needed, not the specific buildings 10/6/2021 7:39 PM

17 Carpool roster. 10/3/2021 10:02 PM

18 Mass counts are affected by Mass times. 10/3/2021 10:59 AM
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32.76% 19

48.28% 28

18.97% 11

Q10 What should we do with St Andrews
Answered: 58 Skipped: 2

TOTAL 58

# OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY) DATE

1 For reasons above 10/21/2021 1:18 PM

2 More housing for the needy 10/12/2021 1:38 PM

3 Develop the property- retirement home 10/12/2021 1:23 PM

4 Reasons later 10/12/2021 11:32 AM

5 Perhaps keep the presbytery for purposes already indicated. This place is too far from
public transport, It is very cold and windy for the elderly.

10/11/2021 3:25 PM

6 Keep and redevelop. Please don't sell to developers; once it's gone, it's gone and money will
be gone anyway. If we are to be forward-thinking, we should look at the long-term. We can
be active churches serving the community, especially in the future where things will be very
uncertain, pandemic and all.

10/11/2021 9:21 AM

7 Need new roof so feel this is the church to sadly go 10/10/2021 5:27 PM

8 KEEP AND USE WISELY. 10/10/2021 11:34 AM

9 The population is growing (duh!!) Where do you expect the elderly folk to go if you sell the
church... Give the parish a good reason why it needs to be sold and how it will benefit the
local Catholics .... where will the money go??

10/9/2021 3:09 PM

10 into rentals 10/7/2021 10:12 PM

11 This church is in a very strategic location. It will not be a surprise if we sell this one, other
religions will want to purchase this because of its capacity and because you can see it
vividly around Newlands area as it is on top of the hill.

10/7/2021 6:42 PM

12 Re-develop a new larger church plus smaller chapel + community meeting space on this
same site is also an option given the space available for parking etc. However, there should
always be a church.

10/7/2021 5:51 PM
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13 It's common sense to keep st Andrew's as it has the biggest church and property with
terriffic car parking facilities

10/7/2021 5:09 PM

14 needs fixing the areas with problems like the roof . Redevelop the church if other churches
will be put to market.

10/7/2021 3:26 PM

15 The building appears to have ongoing maintenance problems. 10/7/2021 2:56 PM

16 Social housing 10/7/2021 5:13 AM

17 It will too much cost to fix the church and is better to sell it. 10/7/2021 12:29 AM

18 Cannot comment 10/6/2021 7:59 PM

19 Dont know 10/6/2021 7:06 PM

20 Social housing or rent to own housing opportunities. Consider retirement units for vulnerable
elderly.

10/6/2021 6:25 PM

21 Needing maintainance. 10/6/2021 5:52 PM

22 If sold it would ideally be for development as affordable/social housing. 10/3/2021 10:59 AM

23 It’s in accessible by public transport 10/2/2021 8:58 PM

24 Community centre for prayer and hospitality and mixed social/ community housing 9/30/2021 9:07 AM
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46.43% 26

37.50% 21

16.07% 9

Q11 What should we do with St Benedict's
Answered: 56 Skipped: 4

TOTAL 56

# OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY) DATE

1 Make it multi-functional and useful for the local community of any denomination. 10/21/2021 1:18 PM

2 Housing for the needy 10/12/2021 1:38 PM

3 Not sure 10/12/2021 1:23 PM

4 Reasons later 10/12/2021 11:32 AM

5 Two small for redevelopment. No parking etc. No public transport. Keep Presbertery if it is
going to pay its way but if it needs a lot of work Sell it.

10/11/2021 3:25 PM

6 as explained 10/11/2021 9:21 AM

7 The community contributed to fix up St Bens, plus we sold Ngaio church for the same
purpose and now we are faced with should we sell St Bens? Surely the church belongs to
the parishioners so please let us keep what we have so we can worship there and have
community based meetings

10/10/2021 5:27 PM

8 KEEP AND USE WISELY. 10/10/2021 11:34 AM

9 The population is growing (duh!!) Where do you expect the elderly folk to go if you sell the
church... Give the parish a good reason why it needs to be sold and how it will benefit the
local Catholics .... where will the money go??

10/9/2021 3:09 PM

10 Redevelop into a smaller and lesser maintenance church. Sell the adjoining property. 10/7/2021 6:42 PM

11 As I'm not a parishioner there I can't assume what their parishioners want 10/7/2021 5:09 PM

12 Nice church but probably not adequate for the needs of the whole parish in terms of either
size or parking.

10/7/2021 2:56 PM

13 Until a new central church etc built. This church is up to code, so does not require major
maintenance in the near future

10/6/2021 7:59 PM

14 But consider selling the presbytery 10/6/2021 7:57 PM
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15 Don't know 10/6/2021 7:06 PM

16 If not feasible to redevelop, then sell. 10/3/2021 11:05 AM

17 In an ideal world the site could be redeveloped into an integrated centre, including the
presbytery building.

10/3/2021 10:59 AM

18 Keep as a chapel serving the school. 10/1/2021 3:30 PM
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43.86% 25

0.00% 0

56.14% 32

Q12 What should we do with St Pete and Paul's
Answered: 57 Skipped: 3

TOTAL 57

# OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY) DATE

1 Parking, church and other- 3 storey building. Have a combined community team to help
needy elderly disabled. Survey the older parishioners

10/12/2021 1:38 PM

2 Parking facilities 10/12/2021 1:23 PM

3 Reasons later 10/12/2021 11:32 AM

4 Include the house next door, (we as a Parish bought this house ) and it should be used for
the better of the Parish. Do it once do it right The presbytery has had a lot of our money
used on it so should be kept and used for housing. including offices.

10/11/2021 3:25 PM

5 as explained 10/11/2021 9:21 AM

6 TOO CONJESTED-SELL/REDEVLOP TO COUNCIL. THE JOHNSONVILLE COMMUNITY
WILL APPRECIATE THE SPACE.

10/10/2021 11:34 AM

7 Ideal location for a multipurpose multistory facility given its proximity to public transport and
town centre.

10/10/2021 11:32 AM

8 The population is growing (duh!!) Where do you expect the elderly folk to go if you sell the
church... Give the parish a good reason why it needs to be sold and how it will benefit the
local Catholics .... where will the money go??

10/9/2021 3:09 PM

9 To use to extend St Brigid's school. 10/8/2021 7:57 PM

10 Sell the parish house and other nearby properties. 10/7/2021 6:42 PM

11 Given Challenge has a property near by, consider redeveloping this property and build
community housing, etc on this site.

10/7/2021 5:51 PM

12 It seems the best suited of the three in terms of size, access to transport, etc, for
immediate needs. Longer term consider redeveloping on the same or another site to best
suit future needs of parish.

10/7/2021 2:56 PM
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13 My preference is to have a clever architect[s] determine if it is possible to keep and develop
the present plant before we decide to demolish and start again. I was on the parish council
with Fr. John Broadbent when the decisions were being made about the plant in the late
60's. Against Cardinal McKeefry's advise to demolish everything and start again and also
the council chair wanting to build anew Fr. Broadbent's decision was NOT to burden the
parish with that level of debt. This attitude has remained through the years in that we have
always [previously] looked after the plant within our financial means and paid back any
loans as quickly as we could.

10/7/2021 5:13 AM

14 Enlarge with lots of parking and a community centre. This location is in the middle /between
newlands and khandallah.

10/7/2021 12:29 AM

15 This is not my home church, but I can see it is the most centrally located. It's position is
great for saying here is a house of God

10/6/2021 8:49 PM

16 Might be an option 10/6/2021 7:59 PM

17 Could enlarge & modernise the church space to allow for small & large services, and have
space for community groups. St P&P is the most central, has close association with
Challenge for example

10/6/2021 7:39 PM

18 Don't know 10/6/2021 7:06 PM

19 Centrally located and can merge with surrounding properties 10/6/2021 5:52 PM

20 In an ideal world the site could be redeveloped into an integrated centre, including the
presbytery building.

10/3/2021 10:59 AM

21 As it is centrally located in the Ohariu parish it would be great to redevelop this area and
also make it useable for St Brigid’s school

10/2/2021 8:58 PM
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Q13 Where do you live 
Answered: 60 Skipped: 0
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Q14 Which church do you usually attend 
Answered: 60 Skipped: 0

TOTAL 60
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68.33% 41

31.67% 19

Q15 Why do you attend this church
Answered: 60 Skipped: 0

TOTAL 60

# OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY) DATE

1 The homely and welcoming atmosphere. 10/13/2021 10:19 PM

2 Used to attend at Andrew’s and Peter and Paul’s now attending Tawa. Someone helps me
to get there and it is convenient by bus.

10/12/2021 1:38 PM

3 My community 10/12/2021 11:32 AM

4 It is my community church, it keeps me connected with the people living in my area. 10/12/2021 4:42 AM

5 Time is also convenient. I have been to St Andrews but will not go there in the winter car
park is not well lit and has pot holes all its very steep incline cold and windy atmosphere in
the church. Summer may go to St Andrews.

10/11/2021 3:25 PM

6 and has been our parish for 20+ years 10/11/2021 9:21 AM

7 Parking and friends 10/10/2021 6:52 PM

8 Great community 10/10/2021 6:50 PM

9 have been attending Wilton church as Sat night is easier for us but prefer to attend St Bens
Sat evening. We are closer to Wilton church than St Andrews

10/10/2021 5:27 PM

10 Being the largest can accommodate the elderly, mothers with children, the handicap and
late parishioners with a seat and carpark. Which at this uncertain time is important and is a
deciding factor to capture returning parishioners.

10/10/2021 11:34 AM

11 Walking as no transport. 10/10/2021 9:55 AM

12 Fantastic Parish which I truly love to go to. 10/9/2021 9:16 PM

13 The Catholic church at Ngaio, was sold around 15 years ago... it has adversely affected the
local Catholic community...... the Bishops and Cardinals.... don't seem to care about the
local people... so much for taking care of your flock

10/9/2021 3:09 PM

14 The choices above do not offer sufficient choices. I have ticked one only because it is
mandatory. I attend this church because the Community is awesome.

10/8/2021 7:57 PM

15 The community comes together and the masses have been spiritual 10/7/2021 5:51 PM

16 Have been a parishioner since 1975 love the community 10/7/2021 5:09 PM
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17 Time and Parking is very convenient 10/7/2021 3:26 PM

18 Time is NOT convenient clashes with uniting church .Half Sunday is gone by the time you
get home!

10/7/2021 1:56 PM

19 Its been my parish since the late 60s. My family go there and that's my community 10/7/2021 11:53 AM

20 I have attended all 3 churches in a ministry capacity since the merger. I have done this
because I have been requested to participate in ministry.

10/7/2021 5:13 AM

21 And time 10/6/2021 8:49 PM

22 Plus time, plus community 10/6/2021 7:59 PM

23 Both are convenient but the survey allows only one answer 10/6/2021 7:57 PM

24 Prefer a Saturday mass & that is the only time 10/6/2021 7:39 PM

25 Location is convenient. Also regularly attend SMOA because it has a better sound system 10/6/2021 7:06 PM

26 Centre of St Francis of Asissi Parish. Original location of church community in this area 10/6/2021 6:38 PM

27 Children attend St Benedict’s school 10/6/2021 6:25 PM

28 Has always been our family Parish. 10/6/2021 5:57 PM

29 On roster. I will attend all churches for mass times if not rostered. I have been member of
all 3 as I moved house in parish.

10/3/2021 10:02 PM

30 I feel at home there. 10/3/2021 10:59 AM

31 It's a good size (not to big and impersonal) and visually appealing. 10/3/2021 9:15 AM

32 Actually attend St Bens, Andrews and J’ville Depending on leadership responsibilities 9/30/2021 9:07 AM

33 ds 9/29/2021 2:06 PM
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Q16 What else would you like to tell us that is relevant to our review ?
Answered: 34 Skipped: 26

# RESPONSES DATE

1 Should consider the "Group" include Tawa with St Andrews and St P& P. The Khandallah
congregation should become part of the Cathedral parish

10/21/2021 1:18 PM

2 We are so obsessed with property and money that we are not looking at the bigger picture
which I think is ,why are we dwindling as a community. What measures are we taking to
attract the youth which is the future and life line of our faith and beliefs. If we can get the
youth involved and ask them what can we do to better engage with them in this ever
changing world, Christianity will be a dying religion.

10/13/2021 10:19 PM

3 If you can get priests since our priests are getting old. 10/12/2021 1:23 PM

4 There is no need for urgency regarding property. Get the community model working and the
people will decide a plan for the future.

10/12/2021 11:32 AM

5 St Francis asked us to be outward focused. Our church/parish does not engage with the
wider community in the parish area. We are focused on property, other than people/needs.
We provide very marginal community service other than challenge 2000. Too focused on
ourselves.

10/12/2021 4:42 AM

6 Nothing more to add. Blessings on every one who is struggling with these decisions. Amen 10/11/2021 3:25 PM

7 Thanks for asking for our input. If as a Catholic community, we can rally behind St Mary's
and Sacred Heart's renos, we can rally behind St Francis Ohariu, where most parishioners
are working class and not well-off, and elderly.

10/11/2021 9:21 AM

8 Not much but keep our assets..OUR CHURCHES. 10/10/2021 11:34 AM

9 Take your time, consult parishioners widely and get it right first time. 10/10/2021 11:32 AM

10 I can recall the effort by parishioners to establish Newland and Khandallah for the need of
the time. Now it is the reverse. Faith will continue to grow and adapt, as society needs.

10/10/2021 9:55 AM

11 Decisions need to be made so think pragmatically catering to the spiritual needs and growth
of the community. Think objectively keeping in mind the long term vision.

10/9/2021 9:16 PM

12 At Andrew s. church. More space. Inside and outside. Plenty. Car parks 10/9/2021 5:04 PM

13 Stop selling church property , it does not belong to the Cardinals or Bishops .... its for the
local Catholic Community

10/9/2021 3:09 PM

14 For many of us, we are over the long dragged out 'consultation' process. For many of our
parishioners who have poured blood, sweat and tears into the Church community, the
ongoing procrastination has been cruelly stressful. We pray for them and you and +John to
make a Spirit guided decision. Love is all we need.

10/8/2021 7:57 PM

15 Think people in Ngaio khandallah will be very annoyed if the church is sold after we all
fundraiser the refurbishment of the church. Bascillia and st Thomas Moore is also closer
than Jville and lots of people are showing that with the loss of the sat night mass at st bus
that they go elsewhere already

10/8/2021 1:44 PM

16 The stats provided are out of date.. Previous surveys and feedback from St Andrew's
parishioners should be looked at. Property review should not go ahead until the Vision and
the mission of the parish is clear and people are on board.

10/7/2021 5:51 PM

17 Keep our churches 10/7/2021 5:37 PM

18 JUST LISTEN , LISTEN TO THE PEOPLE and Pray for that the right decision is made 10/7/2021 5:09 PM

19 The root of all of these problems is lack of finances. Lack of finances is due to lace of
active parishioners. Lack of parishioners is due to assigned unappreciable old-fashioned
retiring priests. Lack of appreciable, vigorous, innovative priests is due to failure of the
Roman Catholic management to encourage seminarians. Failure, I believe is due to finance
mismanagement. Income goes up the hierarchy and none to distressed parishes.

10/7/2021 3:26 PM

20 I think it's time to make a decision and get on with it. 10/7/2021 2:56 PM
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21 We seem to have had a lot of reviews and meetings and we are fed up. We have enough of
this. We want to know where we're going. Enough reviews and we want answers

10/7/2021 11:53 AM

22 The vibrant youth activities that Kitty promulgates are a sound way of showing faith and
love of Christ. Wouldn't it be great to see this mission spread wider and deeper?

10/7/2021 11:02 AM

23 How is St Francis of Assissi the name of our Parish. Is our mission and vision aligned with
who he is, what he has done etc...or should we change the name.

10/7/2021 12:29 AM

24 Think of the elderly and accessibility to the locations. Parking and facilities. 10/6/2021 8:33 PM

25 Community is very important to me, and lots of other people I know.. 10/6/2021 7:59 PM

26 I think you need to consider what we do for the community, what areas we could be involved
in , which will help focus what we 'need' in terms of buildings

10/6/2021 7:39 PM

27 Finances are a consideration. I believe that one central church and community centre is
sufficient.

10/6/2021 6:38 PM

28 Having read the report and spoken with a friend from St Joseph's I am rather concerned that
ADW make decisions that appear to disregard the parish recommendations

10/6/2021 6:33 PM

29 Older people like their traditional parish but as they age the younger generations are more
flexible, mobile and connected.

10/6/2021 5:57 PM

30 Consultation needs to be quick as you can’t please everyone. Priests are overworked 10/6/2021 5:52 PM

31 Modern, warm, low maintenance fit for purpose building needed. None of our current
buildings are that. Johnsonville is central location of shopping, petrol, public transport etc.
Makes sense to have a (new if necessary) church centre there.

10/3/2021 10:02 PM

32 The most practical option is to have one parish centre which can accommodate many
activities and uses similar to Kapiti. Location is the problem and cost of course!

10/3/2021 10:59 AM

33 Do it 9/30/2021 9:07 AM

34 sdsd 9/29/2021 2:06 PM


